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Abstract

This paper studies how fisheries services are classified in

the World Trade Organization (WTO) framework for trade

in services and discusses the potential impact of unclear

classifications. The WTO plays a key role in regulation and

assessment in the area of trade in services, mainly due to

the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), which

contains the only set of multilateral rules managing such

trade internationally. The purpose of GATS is to create a

credible and reliable system of international trade rules that

ensures fair treatment of all participants. Through negotia-

tions, individual countries establish commitments to provide

market access and limiting national treatment in various ser-

vice sectors. During such negotiations, the classification of

services is a prerequisite to ensure unambiguous and com-

parable commitments. However, the classification list used

by the WTO, namely the W/120, is based on, and corre-

sponds to, old versions of other classification lists, leading

to unclear classifications. This lack of clarity in sectoral clas-

sifications makes policy analysis unnecessarily difficult and

creates a risk that trade agreements may be interpreted dif-

ferently by different parties.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The service sector is key to competitive exporting, poverty reduction and economic growth. It makes an important

contribution to gross domestic product in most countries, providing jobs and facilitating economic activities. The pre-

viously “non-tradable” character of services has however shifted, primarily because of increased wages in

industrialised countries, communication improvements and the reduction of trade barriers (Leo & Philippe, 2014). As

a result, “service-led growth may propel the manufacturing base and offers opportunities for future growth strate-

gies” (Loungani, Mishra, Papageorgiou, & Wang, 2017). Trade in services is growing rapidly and is thus becoming an

increasingly important part of globalisation. Trade in services moreover has the capacity of improving economic per-

formance by providing a range of both traditional and novel export opportunities (OECD, 2008). Poor, developing

countries with low wages might be expected to have a natural advantage in service trade. However, international

trade in services is dominated by rich countries; the United States and the European Union together account for

approximately 60% of service exports in the world (WTO, 2018). This suggests that other factors make it difficult for

service providers from developing countries to trade in international markets.

On a global scale, the World Trade Organization (WTO) plays a pivotal role in the assessment and regulation of

trade in services, not least when it comes to the removal of trade barriers. The WTO agreements and associated legal

instruments set general principles and regulations that apply to such trade, primarily through the General Agreement

on Trade in Services (GATS).1 In addition to the framework set by the GATS, there are also individual lists of service

commitments by countries, organised by mode of supply, which are primarily constructed based on the territorial

presence of the consumer and the supplier at the time of the transaction (FAO, 2016). However, classification of

trade in services has been hampered by the lack of precise terminology and by rapid trade developments that have

made old classifications (which remain in use) less useful. This affects data collection and research and, hence, policy

analysis and policy design, but also makes it difficult for service providers from other countries to ascertain how their

activity will be classified (and, hence, regulated) in a specific country (OECD, 2017). The purpose of this study is to

analyse how unclear classification systems for trade in fisheries services can affect the trading parties', in particular

developing country trading parties', ability to fully capitalize on the benefits of trade.2

We begin the analysis in Section 2 by presenting an overview of the relevant obligations under the GATS and

the weaknesses of the current classification system. In Section 3, the concepts of fisheries services/services inciden-

tal to fishing are described and the difficulties that may arise from the lack of clear terminology in relation to the

classification of such services are discussed. Section 4 examines some of the principal categories of trade in

fisheries-related services and how these may be affected by the unclear classification. The key findings of the study

are outlined in Section 5.

2 | THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TRADE IN SERVICES

As one of the landmark achievements of the WTO Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, the General

Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) came into force in the beginning of 1995 as the first and (still) only set of

multilateral rules managing international trade in services. The underlying causes for adopting the GATS were, inter

alia, the greater potential for trading services following the communications revolution, and the expansion of the ser-

vices economy. The GATS was set up to create a reliable and credible system of international rules regarding trade in

services, and all system participants were to be ensured equitable and fair treatment in accordance with the principle

of non-discrimination. Development and trade in services was to be promoted through progressive liberalisation and

economic activity stimulated through guaranteed policy bindings. To ensure that services regulations are adminis-

tered in an objective, impartial and reasonable manner, without constituting unnecessary barriers to trade, the agree-

ment is composed of a framework of rules (WTO, 2018a) to which members are required to adhere. Members are,

for example, not allowed to adopt national legislation that is in breach of the GATS.
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The GATS has three main elements: general disciplines and obligations, annexes dealing with rules for specific

sectors, and individual countries' specific commitments (WTO, 2018b). With the exception of “services supplied in

the exercise of governmental authority” and services related to the exercise of air traffic rights, the agreement

applies to all service sectors.3

2.1 | Modes of supplying services

The GATS offers no clear definition of what constitutes a service. Rather, the agreement states that “trade in services

is defined as the supply of a service” (emphasis added), which is based on the respective territorial presence of the

consumer and the supplier at the time of the transaction.4 For example, many services can only be supplied when

both consumer and producer are physically present at the same time. However, as many trade commitments are

cross-border, the GATS provides for this fact by including four different types of trading in services, so called modes

of supply. The first type is cross-border supply, which covers service flows from one member's territory into the terri-

tory of another member (Mode 1). Examples of such services include consultancy reports, market research reports,

tele-medical advice, distance training, or architectural drawings via mail or telecommunications. The second mode of

supply is consumption abroad, which refers to situations where a service consumer (e.g., a patient, student or tourist)

seeks to obtain a service in another country and therefore temporarily moves into another member country's terri-

tory (Mode 2). A third mode of trade in services is commercial presence, whereby a service supplier from one country

establishes a “legal presence” in another country (through e.g., the acquisition or maintenance of a juridical person,

or the creation of a branch or a representative office) that aims to provide a service there.5 Mode 3 includes domes-

tic subsidiaries of foreign hotel chains, insurance companies, banks, or construction companies. The fourth and final

category of trading in services is presence or movement of natural persons. Mode 4 refers to situations where individ-

uals from one country temporarily move to another in order to supply services there. Examples of service providers

in this category are teachers, coaches, accountants, and physicians (WTO, 2018a, 2018b).

2.2 | Obligations under GATS

There are mainly two categories of obligations under the GATS: general obligations and commitments on market

access and national treatment in specific sectors. The individual commitments are established through negotiation. In

the following, both categories of obligations are described in short.

2.2.1 | General obligations

One of the general obligations to which all members of the GATS are required to adhere is the most-favoured-

nation(MFN) principle, which is a cornerstone of the multilateral trading system. The principle entails a requirement

for all members to treat their trading partners equally: “[E]ach Member shall accord immediately and unconditionally

to services and service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less favourable than that it accords to like ser-

vices and service suppliers of any other country” (Article II:1, emphasis added). Thus, service providers from one

country are not to be treated less favourably than their counterparts from any other country. This implies a prohibi-

tion of reciprocity provisions and preferential agreements as a rule, although derogations are possible.6

Another fundamental principle in the GATS is transparency, that is, openness in government. Transparency is key

to ensure accountability in the exercise of public functions. The transparency obligation requires members to

promptly publish all generally applicable relevant measures pertaining to the GATS, including other agreements that

relate to or affect trade in services. If publication is not possible (not “practicable,” as Article III puts it), the
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information nevertheless has to be made public through other channels. The obligation also compels members to

inform the WTO's Council for Trade in Services of the introduction of new or amended legislation, including adminis-

trative guidelines that may significantly affect trade in services under the GATS. Moreover, members are required to

provide each other with information regarding any changes in relevant legislation or other measures affecting trade.

Member countries are also obliged to set up national enquiry points to serve their fellow members' requests for

information.7

2.2.2 | Commitments on market access and national treatment

Market access refers to foreign members' right to establish services and service suppliers within another member's

territory.8 Where market-access commitments are negotiated, member countries may adopt limitations regarding,

for example, the number of suppliers or employees in a particular sector, or the number of service operations or ser-

vice output. The list of limitations, that are specified in Article XVI(2) in the GATS, is exhaustive. The prohibition of

market access limitations only applies to scheduled sectors as market access is a negotiated commitment in specified

sectors (Delimatsis & Molinuevo, 2008). Thus, member countries make commitments to open markets in those sec-

tors and specify how open such markets will be (WTO, 2018a).

National treatment obligations refer to discrimination and entail that a member country is not permitted to take

discriminatory action to benefit domestic service suppliers or services; granting of equal opportunities to compete is

key. The conditions of competition may thus not subsequently be modified in favour of the member's own service

industry.9 The national treatment obligation refers to products and entails that foreign products should not be

treated less favourably than national products. For services under the GATS the same principle applies, although the

scope is wider than for products as it includes both services products and measures affecting services suppliers. For

services, the principle is however also limited since it only applies to scheduled sectors rather than in general as

under the GATS (Mattoo, 1997).

The various commitments take the form of schedules that list the sectors being opened, the extent of market

access in those sectors (e.g., restrictions on foreign ownership), and any possible limitations on national treatment

(if there are differences in rights granted to domestic and foreign companies). Like with legislation in general, an

important purpose of the individual commitments is to achieve stability and predictability in the trade in services.

Uncertainty, for example, in terms of the conditions for trade, typically reduces the incentive to do business overall.

The commitments are therefore “bound,” meaning that they can only be modified through negotiations with the

countries involved.10 Such negotiations involve compensation for the affected trading partners.11

In addition to the possibility of renegotiating certain commitments, there are also general exceptions to the

rules,12 for example if it is necessary to protect the health of humans or animals, or to protect public morals or public

order.13 Naturally, such measures must not imply arbitrary discrimination or groundless trade restrictions. A key to

the legal standard of “necessity” within the meaning of Article XIV(a) of the GATS is found in US–Gambling.14 In this

case, the Appellate Body repeated the statements from Korea–Beef, that is, that “necessity” must be objectively

determined through “a process of weighing and balancing a series of factors,” including whether a less intrusive mea-

sure is “reasonably available.”15 The Appellate Body found that the US measures, which were aimed to “protect pub-

lic morals or to maintain public order” was indeed necessary as the US had made a prima facie case of “necessity”

while Antigua had failed to identify a reasonably available alternative measure.16

The commitment schedules are complex documents in which each country identifies the service sector to which

the GATS national treatment and market access obligations will apply and specifies any exceptions from those obli-

gations. These schedules represent the only currently existing means of delineating which service sectors are

included by the countries concerned, and the conditions under which the basic principles of the GATS apply within

those countries' jurisdictions. The commitments and contingent limitations are also entered in the schedule with

respect to the four modes of supply that constitute the definition of trade in services within the GATS (WTO,
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2018a). In almost all schedules, commitments are divided into two sections: (a) horizontal commitments, which spec-

ify restrictions that apply to all the sectors included in the schedule, and often refer to a particular mode of supply;

and (b) commitments which apply to trade in services in a particular sector or subsector (WTO, 2018a). In both cases,

sectoral classifications are important for delineating which specific services are covered by a commitment.

Sectoral classifications will thus affect both which services are covered by a specific commitment and (in the fre-

quent case where a country has not made commitments for all service sectors) whether a specific service is covered

by any commitment at all.

2.3 | Classification

Classification constitutes the basis of, and is a prerequisite for, uniformly ensuring unambiguous and comparable

commitments (WTO, 2001). In terms of the service sector, therefore, in 1991 the WTO compiled a comprehensive

Services Sectoral Classification List known as the W/120, which details the service sectors and sub-sectors covered

by the GATS.17 The purpose of the list was to ensure consistency of the commitments undertaken, as well as cross-

country comparability during the WTO's Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations. The list is based on the

United Nations Provisional Central Product Classification (CPC), also set up in 1991, but it constitutes a reduced ver-

sion of the currently operative CPC (CPCprov).18 Thus, the W/120 provides less comprehensive descriptions of the

various sectors and sub-sectors, and should not be viewed as a statistical classification, but rather as a tool for the

purposes of trade negotiations.19 In addition to the CPC and the W/120 list, there is also the activities-based Inter-

national Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) system. However, when the W/120 was established, activities-based

systems were regarded as incomplete in terms of the statistical coverage of trade in services, which was the reason

for choosing the CPCprov as the basis for the W/120 (Zhang, 2015).

In undertaking specific commitments, WTO members have no obligation to use a certain classification system.

Most members use the current CPC in defining the sectoral coverage of their commitments, and follow the structure

of the W/120 when planning their services commitments, such that most countries use the same classification sys-

tem at least in principle (Zhang, 2015). However, the application of these classification systems may be problematic.

Both the W/120 and the current CPC are intended to be exhaustive, meaning that, in principle, any service can be

placed under some section of either of the classification lists, and a specific service cannot fall within two different

sectors or subsectors. However, not all services are explicitly mentioned (Zhang, 2015). Thus, determining whether a

specific service falls under one sector or sub-sector or another can be a major challenge (Zhang, 2015). Determining

how compounded services, or services consisting of a combination of different services, should be classified is fre-

quently also challenging (Zhang, 2015).

3 | FISHERIES SERVICES

Fisheries services is a category of services that includes a range of activities such as “managerial expertise, harvesting,

processing, policing and vessel-monitoring services; the use of ports and port related services; and training, research,

stock assessment and data analysis services” (FAO, 1998, p. 2), which may be supplied through different kinds of

organisational arrangements. Examples of important services in this category are marketing and processing functions,

which are increasingly traded. As for production on board foreign factory vessels of products which are destined for

other markets, there might be a combination of several fisheries-related services being traded (FAO, 1998). Fisheries

services are provided by individuals or companies, particularly coastal-state fishing companies, which handle a sub-

stantial flow of trade, while data analysis and stock assessments are typically provided by private agents or by coastal

states themselves (FAO, 1998).
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However, since there is no commonly agreed classification scheme, different countries are free to define fisher-

ies services in substantially different ways. This affects statistics compilation, making cross-country comparisons of

trade difficult, for researchers as well as for policymakers; data on international trade in services is a prerequisite for

effective policymaking and policy analysis. In addition, other countries' schedules are relevant for the interpretation

of schedules in general.20 The differences in classifications also affects the trade in these services itself; similar trade

can face widely different regulatory regimes in different countries, partly depending on those countries' commit-

ments under GATS but partly depending on whether the activity in which trade takes place is considered a tradable

service, a non-tradable service, or as some other activity altogether. A side effect of this is that participating in inter-

national trade in fisheries services frequently becomes complicated and expensive for the companies involved, as it

is necessary to keep track of widely diverging regulations in different jurisdictions. This may effectively act as an

administrative trade barrier that permits access to international trade for those actors that are already established

but makes it harder for new entrants to access international markets.

The growth in the international trade in fisheries products over the past decades has been associated with an

increased differentiation in the types of fisheries products being traded (Asche & Smith (2009). Various types of ser-

vices associated with the fishing activity itself contribute to this product differentiation.21 Fisheries services, and

international trade in such services, can thus be a significant element in the global trade in fisheries products because

they add value to the goods they produce. Such services are directly linked to capacity-building, foreign direct-

investment flows and employment. A demand for these services can arise throughout the supply chain (FAO, 2016).

In some instances, fisheries services may be more efficiently provided by non-domestic operators, because the

domestic economy either does not have the capital or skills needed to provide those services, or does have them but

uses them in other sectors instead (World Bank, 2014).

Examples of tradable fisheries services include managerial skills. For instance, if the services of an engineer or

skipper are too expensive or are unavailable on the domestic market, employing a foreign substitute might be a use-

ful option. Besides the trade in fisheries services rendered by specific individuals, such trade rendered by companies

in the fish-harvesting sector, for example, includes chartering foreign fishing vessels, establishing joint ventures, or

concluding foreign-fisheries access agreements (World Bank, 2014). Other examples of tradable fisheries services

required by the fish-harvesting sector may entail training personnel, distributing fisheries products, hiring crew,

repairing fishing gear or vessels, or processing fish and fish products, among other things (FAO, 2016). In hiring crew,

it may be beneficial to employ foreign fishermen or experts in a certain field to obtain the required knowledge or

competence. In other cases, owners of larger domestic fishing vessels have hired foreign crews because of their

lower wages (European Commission, 2006).

A further important example of tradable fisheries services is that of fisheries access agreements. The term refers

to all types of agreements that permit vessels from one state to fish within another state's coastal waters. Such

agreements may be made between or among governments; between a domestic private company and a foreign gov-

ernment or among domestic private companies and foreign governments; or between or among private companies

in various countries. These agreements cover a variety of value-added services for the coastal state, including main-

tenance and repair services, supply services, and processing services such as canning (Mbithi Mwikya, 2006).

The term fisheries services is often used in the deliberations of the FAO Sub-Committee on Fish Trade (a recent

report [FAO, 2018, p. 5] proposes defining fisheries and aquaculture services as “intangible products provided to or

on behalf of another person or entity in respect of the fisheries and aquaculture sectors”), but such a term is not

embraced in international trade. The WTO, for instance, uses the term services incidental to fishing as the main classi-

fication for services related to fisheries. The latter term derives from the W/120 classification list22 created in 1991.

As noted earlier, this list has not been updated since, and the 1991 version of the CPC (which the W/120 list is

based on) does not contain any explanation of the term. Instead, the UN Classifications Registry simply states that

the CPCprov corresponds to the activities-based International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) Rev. 3 (United

Nations, 2018), although this has also since been updated.23
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Thus, ISIC class 0050 “fishing, operation of fish hatcheries and fish farms; service activities incidental to fishing,”

includes several activities related to fisheries, such as fishing on a commercial basis in coastal, inland or ocean waters;

gathering marine materials (e.g., sponges, coral, natural pearls and algae); and hunting aquatic animals (e.g., sea

squirts, turtles and sea urchins). Other activities included in ISIC class 0050 are the processing of crustaceans, mol-

luscs and fish aboard fishing boats, as well as fish farming and the rearing, breeding and cultivation of oysters for

food or pearls. However, other service activities related to fisheries fall under other classifications, such as the

repairing of fishing boats, which is classified in ISIC class 3,511 as “building and repairing of ships,” and fishing

inspection, protection and patrol services, which are classified in ISIC class 7,523 as “public order and safety activi-

ties” (United Nations, 2018). Similarly, fisheries research services could be classified under “research and develop-

ment services – R&D services on natural sciences” in the W/120 list (W/120851), while chartering (e.g., where a

coastal state charters a foreign-owned vessel to fish in its waters) could be classified under “rental/leasing services

without operators” in that list (W/12083103).

Regardless of whether the term fisheries services or services incidental to fisheries is preferable, there needs to be

clarification as to which services it covers, or reversely to which category a specific service belongs. The latter is

important to determine whether a commitment has been made. Clear terminology would facilitate the collection of

data and statistics on such services, for example, providing one common category for fisheries services in the classifi-

cation lists. Clear terminology would also make it clearer what (if any) GATS commitments apply. For the same rea-

son, the use of consecutive references to several documents is also unfortunate. In addition, several services related

to fisheries are to be found in various sectors and sub-sectors of these classification lists, which does not provide a

uniform image of services related to fisheries. In principle, this can mean that in negotiations about trade agreements

covering fisheries services, different countries might have different services in mind even when using the same

terms. Since different countries may have statistics that are compiled using different classifications, analysing the

effects of trade agreements on trade, or on the economy in general – or even making simple comparisons between

different countries of the size of overall trade in fisheries services – will be unnecessarily complicated and possibly

result in drawn-out disputes. Moreover, this lack of clarity potentially gives larger service providers a competitive

edge over smaller ones in international trade, since larger companies can more easily afford to maintain the technical

and legal expertise needed to keep track of what classifications and regulations apply in different jurisdictions. This

could be part of the explanation for why service providers from the USA and the EU dominate international trade for

many fisheries services. The following section discusses some of the main categories of (what might at least be seen

as) international trade in fisheries services and illustrates some of the problems that can occur.

4 | CATEGORIES OF TRADE IN FISHERIES-RELATED SERVICES

The following sections outline some of the principal categories of trade in fisheries-related services, namely certifica-

tion services; port and processing services; research services; monitoring, control and surveillance services; and ser-

vices related to fish-harvesting activities. These have been selected for further discussion because they are the

services that are mainly related to fisheries and because several of them can be affected by the unclear classifications

discussed above.

4.1 | Certification

Environmental certification standards and schemes such as eco-labelling are important features of international fish-

eries trade and marketing. These standards and schemes have emerged in areas where public regulatory frameworks

are deemed not to be achieving the desired results in terms of responsible fisheries management and stock sustain-

ability (Washington & Ababouch, ). Certification services in this sector are rendered in respect of fishing methods
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and gear, the conservation of ecosystems, by-catch issues, social and economic development, and stock sustainabil-

ity. The developers of these standards and schemes include industry groups and individual private companies in the

fisheries sector (Washington & Ababouch, 2011).

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) concerned with the state of the world's fisheries have been the front

runners in developing eco-labelling schemes in the fisheries sector. Increasingly, NGOs have targeted industry

players and, in the last decade, such organisations have developed private eco-labelling schemes and other environ-

mental standards to encourage fishers and fish farmers to adopt more responsible fishing methods (Washington &

Ababouch, 2011).

Certification involves parties such as seafood companies, fisheries, conservation groups, scientists and the pub-

lic. These parties aim to promote sound environmental choices when it comes to seafood through eco-labels and

fishery certification programmes. These strategies are geared towards recognising producers who use responsible

fisheries practices, and to reward sustainable fishing (MSC, 2018). Certification usually targets fisheries and fisheries

management, and testifies to a particular fishery being both sustainable and sustainably managed (Washington &

Ababouch, 2011). In order to maintain impartiality, assessments for certification are often carried out by third-party

conformity assessment bodies (certification bodies), which also receive payment from the fishery client. The fishery

client may be one organisation or a group of them; individual fishing industry associations, local management author-

ities, government agencies or fisheries cooperatives; or collaborations between conservation and community groups

and fishing industry associations (MSC, 2015).

Certification offers fisheries a variety of opportunities, both domestically and globally. These include improve-

ments in policy, access to new markets, environmental improvements and international recognition of efforts

towards sustainability. These benefits can lead to improved livelihoods for fishers and to sustainable fisheries. For

developing countries, however, certification may be perceived as being expensive and complex – and even a barrier

to trade – due to insufficient institutional support for sustainable fisheries, data deficiencies, limited awareness or

knowledge of certification, and/or poor fisheries management (MSC, 2013). It is also unclear what – if any – interna-

tional agreements apply to certification services. FAO (2018) explicitly lists certification services as a fisheries ser-

vice, so it is clear that this can be seen as a service at least by some actors; however, it is less clear whether it should

be seen as a service under GATS and, if so, what agreements it falls under.

4.2 | Port and processing

Indirect, value-added services include downstream and upstream activities. Some ports depend heavily on value-

added services for their economic survival. Some Spanish ports, for instance (e.g., Las Palmas, Cadiz and Vigo), rely

on vessel-repair and transshipment services for revenue, and several countries in the Pacific have invested in port

services as well for the same reason. However, setting up investments to capture these value-added activities is diffi-

cult in capital-poor countries (Mbithi Mwikya, 2006).

An example of international ports offering fishing-related services is represented by Singapore's Jurong and Sen-

oko Fishery Ports. While Jurong serves as a distribution and marketing centre for fresh fish and constitutes a bunker-

ing and docking base for foreign fishing vessels operating in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, Senoko is the home base

for Singapore's local fishing fleet. The Agri-Food and Veterinary Authority of Singapore (AVA) operates these ports.

The port services traded include bunkering (transferring oil, sludge or cargo to and from ships), discharging cargo,

handling transshipments of fish, offering marketing and fishing-harbour activities, and providing wholesale markets

for fish (ava, 2015).

Vessel repair could be considered a “pre-harvesting” service (incidental to fishing) according to FAO, but it is also

explicitly listed in the W/120 as a “Transport service,” under A. (d) “Maintenance and repair of vessels.” The same

goes for “Rental of vessel with crew” (A. (c)). Thus, different trade commitments will apply depending on whether

these services are provided separately (in which case the country's GATS commitments in the “Transport service”
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category will apply) or as part of a larger package of services (in which case the country's GATS commitments in the

“Services incidental to fishing” category might apply). Thus, larger service providers can potentially engage in regula-

tory arbitrage by shifting these types of services into, or out of, larger packages of service provision.

When it comes to the processing and distribution of fish products, services such as sanitation control proce-

dures, marketing and logistics might be traded. Another service typically provided by consultants that work world-

wide is the process of establishing Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP). This kind of sanitary control

is necessary when, for example, fish products are imported into or traded within the European Union (EU), but does

mean that the EU (as well as other key importers) maintain their own sets of standards, which consultancy firms need

to keep track of (CBI, 2018).

4.3 | Research

Research services are used as a foundation for the creation of new management systems and for management deci-

sions. Some common examples of research activities are surveys, data analyses, stock assessments and data collec-

tion. Such activities are usually determined according to the information required by the decision-makers in

question. For instance, when the limits for total allowable catches are being set, information is needed on the effects

of different catch strategies and on the size and composition of the fish stock(s) being fished (OECD, 2003). As

already noted, research is a service frequently associated with fisheries. However, the characteristics of such services

may differ from country to country. Research generally tends to be a service provided to all elements of the fisheries

value chain, but its main target is usually the harvesting sector. In some cases, the service is provided jointly by the

private and public sectors. Another consideration, relevant for our discussion, is that local regulations – whether the

domestic jurisdiction considers this a service at all, and if so, whether it is a service that can be traded or not – will

dictate whether the potential user of a specific service is free to choose between a foreign or domestic provider.

Once national formalities and other applicable requirements have been dealt with, additional factors such as quality

and cost may determine the choice of service provider (OECD, 2019). However, local definitions of what constitutes

a service (and what does not) are thus key for whether trade can take place or not. This is, again, a field where larger

service providers will have a competitive advantage over smaller providers because they can more easily keep track

of what definitions apply in a specific jurisdiction. It is likely that service providers from richer countries would have

an advantage in trade in research services in any case, because of their better-educated workforce, but the added

competitive advantage that lack of regulatory clarity gives to larger providers may acerbate this.

4.4 | Monitoring, control and surveillance

Enforcement services such as monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS) have great potential to be traded interna-

tionally (World Bank, 2014), but they do not fall under the GATS if the host country considers them to constitute an

integral part of the exercise of governmental authority. This does not necessarily prevent international trade. How-

ever, it does mean that how the local jurisdiction chooses to classify the service in question will determine not only

whether they are defined as a (potentially tradable) service or not, and whether trade can take place or not, but also

what international regulations (if any) will apply if trade does take place. Again, larger service providers are probably

given a competitive advantage over smaller providers by this lack of clarity.

Monitoring refers to the continuous need to measure resource yields and fishing effort characteristics. This exer-

cise typically includes the collection and analysis of data relating to fishing activities, for example, measuring catches,

fishing efforts, discards and by-catches, and determining species composition. As regards control, this involves the

specification of conditions and terms under which resources can be harvested and is usually contained in national

fisheries legislation. Surveillance entails the degree and type of observation required to maintain compliance with the
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regulatory controls imposed on fishing activities, as well as the supervision and regulation of fishing activity to

ensure that national legislation, management measures and conditions of access are observed. Surveillance is critical

for ensuring that management arrangements are implemented, and that resources are not overexploited

(Flewwelling, 2003). On-shore surveillance can involve the checking of landings at auctions and at port, and the

information collected may be used for cross-checking of catch against quotas and licenses. At-sea surveillance

involves the checking of vessel licenses, fishing gear, the size of fish and catch, including by-catch(OECD, 2003).

Coastal states need to have a certain capacity for MCS to ensure that both domestic and foreign vessels comply with

existing legal requirements; this will ensure that conservation measures are implemented and catch limits are

observed (World Bank, 2014).

4.5 | Fish-harvesting activities

Many coastal countries – often those in the developing world – have insufficient domestic capacity to exploit their

local fish resources, often because of lack of the necessary capital, or have simply concluded that they should not

develop all the sub-sectors involved. In such cases, international trade in fisheries services, where these countries

provide other countries' fishermen with access to their fish resources, is of major importance. Conversely, other

countries are interested in access to foreign fishing resources because their own fishery resources are declining or

have already been diminished. Such countries have increasingly been relying on providing fisheries services to other

countries to be able to supply own local demand or to trade the capacity of their underutilised fleets (FAO, 1998). At

the same time, while some of these service activities are obviously covered by international agreements, it is debat-

able whether all are, and indeed, whether all the activities that can be classified as belonging in this category should

be seen as services at all.

As a means of supplying fish to markets, fisheries access agreements between and among countries are becom-

ing increasingly significant and can be considered a form of international trade. For countries where the fisheries sec-

tor contributes significantly to the economy, these agreements are vital. Most such agreements are between

developing and developed countries, both in terms of volumes of trade and numbers, but there are also agreements

between developed countries, such as between Norway and the EU. The latter type of agreement tends to involve

trade in fishing opportunities without money changing hands. Usually, because of some developing countries' lack of

capacity to utilise all fisheries resources in their exclusive economic zones (EEZs), they choose to grant access to

other countries in return for monetary and/or in-kind payments (Mbithi Mwikya, 2006).

Before the implementation of EEZs, many distant water fishing nations (DWFNs) fished in fishing grounds that

were geographically near the DWFNs or their overseas territories, and after the implementation of EEZs they have

generally sought access agreements that provide continued access to these fishing grounds. For example, countries

such as South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, the United States and the EU purchase access for their fishing companies in

several oceans. Essentially, such agreements apply to tuna fishing in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans. The

basis for such access usually constitutes individual vessels paying license fees to the coastal country concerned

(Mbithi Mwikya, 2006).

Distant water fishing agreements can take several forms. There are reciprocal bilateral and multilateral agree-

ments, as well as unidirectional bilateral and multilateral agreements. Agreements are mainly established between

governments, but public–private and private–private agreements are also possible (Gagern & van den Bergh, 2013).

With respect to reciprocal bilateral agreements, that is, those established between two countries' governments, each

country grants the other permission to fish in their respective EEZs. China has such agreements with Japan and Viet-

nam. In reciprocal multilateral agreements, three or more countries grant permission to all signatories of the agree-

ment to fish in each other's EEZs. Norway, Russia and Iceland have established such an agreement. Both bilateral

and multilateral reciprocal agreements usually include management cooperation as well (Gagern & van den Bergh,

2013). In unidirectional multilateral agreements among governments, two or more host countries sign an agreement
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with the government of a DWFN, granting the latter permission to fish in the host countries' EEZs. An example of

such an agreement is the multilateral Treaty on Fisheries between the US government and certain governments of

the Pacific Island States (Gagern & van den Bergh, 2013). Bilateral and multilateral agreements can also be concluded

between governments and private parties. For example, a bilateral agreement can be drawn up between the govern-

ment of a host country that allows EEZ access to private fishing companies based in a DWFN. Countries that are

members of the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of States (ACP) have such agreements with China, South Korea

and Taiwan. In a multilateral public–private agreement, the governments of two or more host countries sign access

agreements with private fishing companies based in a DWFN (Gagern & van den Bergh, 2013).

Chartering usually refers to situations where foreign chartering vessels owned by foreign parties are permitted

to fish in domestic waters under charter or contract to a domestic company. Thus, chartering is a form of unidirec-

tional bilateral access agreement between private parties. Such arrangements are common in New Zealand,24 where,

for example, a domestic fishing company with a domestic fishing permit used to charter a foreign-owned vessel to

fish in New Zealand's EEZ (World Bank, 2014). Chartering may include different kinds of arrangements, but it usually

refers to a time charter (chartering a vessel for a stated period, for example, 1 year, but the owner still manages it) or

a demise charter (chartering a vessel on condition that all associated expenses pass from the ship owner to the char-

terer during the period of use) (World Bank, 2014).

Several such service agreements can be made. These include simple contract arrangements with local brokers,

agents or processors, and more complicated arrangements such as demise charters and reflagging. The main area for

chartering is in the Western Pacific. In some cases, states see chartering as an instrument for effective domestic

development (e.g., Fiji and Tonga), while other states prefer access agreements to obtain long-term revenue streams.

States such as the Federated States of Micronesia, Kiribati and Tuvalu are currently aiming at developing charters as

a way of enabling domestic tuna development. Foreign chartering is also a useful opportunity for domestic fishers to

familiarise themselves with different foreign fishing vessels. In addition, it allows companies to reduce or increase

their catching capacity without incurring the costs associated with decommissioning excess capacity or significant

capital investment (World Bank, 2014).

The following sections focus on agreements with some of the major players in the global fisheries services

industry.

4.5.1 | US fisheries agreements

The US government mainly concludes fisheries agreements with groups of countries where the potential to

include specific target species such as tuna is high. US vessels fish in several distant waters through private

agreements with fishing authorities in DWFNs. The US currently has a government-to-government multilateral

fisheries agreement with Pacific Island countries. It was negotiated in 1987 for an initial five-year period and

has been renegotiated several times since (Mbithi Mwikya, 2006). The agreement established operating condi-

tions and terms for the US tuna fleet to fish in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean. The most recent agree-

ment, dated December 2016, has helped to set requirements for data reporting and fisheries observers, as well

as MCS standards, and has been used as a template for other fishery and international agreements (NOAA Fish-

eries, 2018).

4.5.2 | Japanese fisheries agreements

Japan's fisheries agreements do not directly involve the Japanese government. Arrangements regarding Japanese

vessels' access to the EEZs of other countries can be set up through the Japanese Tuna Producers' Organisation, the

Japanese Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives, or via private licenses (AU–IBAR, 2015). Japanese fisheries can be
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divided into three categories: coastal fisheries (operated mainly in waters adjacent to fishing villages); offshore fisher-

ies (operated mainly in the domestic EEZ as well as under bilateral agreements in the EEZs of neighbouring coun-

tries); and distant water fisheries (operated mainly on the high seas and under bilateral agreements in the EEZs of

foreign countries) (FAO, 2018). Japan has also established bilateral fisheries agreements with several other countries,

mainly in the Pacific Region. These include Fiji, Russia, Peru and Tuvalu (Vallerani, Martí, & Ojamaa, 2017).

4.5.3 | Chinese fisheries agreements

China is the world's largest producer of seafood. Produce is derived from domestic aquaculture and capture fisheries,

but also from the rest of the globe, following the expansion of its fishing industry in 1985. In the past 30 years,

China has become a significant global fishing nation. China maintains fishing operations not only in the EEZs of other

countries through joint ventures and the chartering of foreign fishing vessels, but also via bilateral fisheries access

agreements. In respect of the latter, for instance, China has established such agreements with the governments of

Japan, South Korea and Vietnam to manage shared stocks (World Bank, 2014).

In Asia, China's distant water fishing operations are significant, and have included larger-scale operations in Indo-

nesia, Myanmar and North Korea. China's distant water fishing fleets are also well established in African waters,

while in Oceania, home to Pacific Island countries and the world's largest tuna-fishing grounds, China has both

purse-seine and tuna long-line operations. However, there is an uncertainty surrounding the actual number of coun-

tries in which China operates, which reflects the lack of transparency in some foreign fishing agreements (World

Bank, 2014a, see also Pauly et al., 2014).

4.5.4 | EU fisheries agreements

To ensure continuity of fishing activities by EU vessels and to supply EU processing plants and markets with fish, the

EU actively seeks to sign fisheries access agreements with other countries (Mbithi Mwikya, 2006). The EU has two

types of fishing agreements with non-EU countries: “sustainable fisheries partnership” agreements and “northern”

agreements.25 The first type is intended to allow EU vessels to fish for surplus stocks in the other country's EEZ, and

involves technical and financial support from the EU in exchange for such rights. In respect of northern agreements,

these include the joint management of shared stocks with the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Norway. Both types of EU

agreement sometimes entail additional value-added activities based on landing obligations (European Commis-

sion, 2018).

5 | KEY FINDINGS

Fisheries services are a vital part of international fish trade, and trade opportunities may arise throughout the supply

chain. In some instances, fisheries services may be more efficiently provided by non-domestic operators, due to their

access to skills or capital that enable them to operate more effectively. Trade in fisheries services is highly relevant

for fishing sectors depending on innovation, transportation and technology, or for those with a strong pattern of

international association.

International trade in access to fisheries resources may be the primary form of trade in fisheries services and is

the only part of this trade where developing countries dominate exports (largely because of their lack of own fishing

capacity). However, the category of services related to fisheries includes a range of other services, such as certifica-

tion services, port-related services, the repair of fishing gear or vessels, and research services, all of which are domi-

nated by developed countries. Due to this diversity of services, the lack of a common definition and a clear
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demarcation, an exhaustive statement of all possible services is difficult. Since scheduled commitments under the

GATS are optional, trade in services will also only occur if it is in the economic interest of the states. If, for example,

foreign fishers have a comparative advantage, coastal states can benefit from importing their services (World Bank).

Services however need to be categorized and classified in a uniform way to establish whether or not a comparative

advantage exists.

The international classifications of services are not suitable in this regard as several services related to fisheries

are to be found in various sectors and sub-sectors of these classification lists, which does not provide a uniform

image of services related to fisheries. It is thus problematic that the W/120 classification list has not only not been

updated since its establishment in 1991, but it also corresponds to old versions of other lists. In practical terms, the

use of consecutive references to several documents is also unfortunate.

Regardless of whether the term fisheries services or services incidental to fisheries is preferable, clarification is

needed in respect of the services to be covered under the chosen definition so that the collection of data and statis-

tics on such services can be facilitated. These services should be collected under one common category in the classi-

fication lists. If this is not possible, efforts should be made to ensure that the classification lists are clear, accessible

and up-to-date, and that they replicate each other in respect of the chosen categories and sectors for these services.

Such a development is desirable also from the perspective of the requirement of transparency found in the preamble

to the GATS, and the importance of schedules that can be easily understood by both other members and by services

consumers and suppliers has been emphasized in WTO case law.26 It should be noted that the lack of clear defini-

tions and clear statistics is not only a problem for researchers and policy analysts. When different countries define

the same activity in completely different terms – as a tradable service, a non-tradable service or as some other activ-

ity altogether – this creates a complex background for service providers to operate in. This may be part of the reason

why larger firms based in developed countries, which can more easily maintain the technical and legal expertise

needed to keep track of different jurisdictions' regulations, dominate trade in these services so completely. While

countries should of course be free to set their own policies for these sectors, not even having a common picture of

what these sectors are and what they look like makes policy deliberations and trade unnecessarily difficult.

ENDNOTES
1The services mentioned in this paper may also be regulated in other laws and conventions, such as the United Nations Con-

vention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS); the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations’ Code of Conduct

for Responsible Fisheries; the International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal Unreported and

Unregulated Fishing (IPOA-IUU); the Port State Measures Agreement (PSMA); or other regulations within the EU.
2For example, the trade and financial needs of the least-developed countries, as well as the objective of increasing participa-

tion of developing countries in trade in services, is explicitly mentioned to in the Preamble of the GATS.
3Article I:3, GATS.
4Article I:2, GATS.
5Article XXVIII(d), GATS.
6Despite the MFN principle, the GATS allows for exemptions to the rule; according to Article II:2, it is possible for countries

to maintain measures that are in conflict with the MFN principle under certain circumstances. To be exempted, the mea-

sures must be listed in and meet the conditions stated in the Annex on Article II Exemptions. Where specific commitments

apply, an Article II exemption can only result in more favourable treatment for the countries specified in the exemption list.

Whereas if no specific commitments apply, the exemption can imply a less favourable treatment for the specified countries.

In addition, temporary exemptions to the MFN rule have been allowed on account of existing agreements; many countries

already had preferential agreements with their trading partners when the GATS was negotiated, and these continue to be

valid. In order to protect the general MFN principle, no new exemptions can be added, and the existing agreements cannot

be extended indefinitely. See Article II, GATS and WTO (2018b).
7Article III, GATS.
8Article XVI, GATS.
9Article XVII, GATS.
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10Article XXI, GATS
11Article XXI:2 (a), GATS.
12Article XIV, GATS.
13Article XIV(a) and (b), GATS.
14United States—Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services WT/DS285/AB/R (adopted April

20, 2005): US–Gambling.
15Appellate Body Report, US–Gambling, para 305. See also para. 323.
16Appellate Body Report, US–Gambling, para. 326 and 327. For a thorough analysis of the meaning of “necessary” in Article

XIV, see Regan (2007).
17The Services Sectoral Classification List (MTN/GNS/W/120) is available at the WTO (2018a)
18Before the CPCprov was developed, there was no international classification at all covering the range of service industries.

It was developed mainly to improve harmonisation among the various areas of economic and related statistics, and to enable

international comparisons. Today's CPC is the most comprehensive classification of all services and goods and serves as a

guide for developing new or revising other existing classification schemes in line. UN (2015).
19Weber and Burri (, p. 7). It can be noted that, in US–Gambling, the United States' schedule was found to include a commit-

ment “to grant full market access to gambling and betting services” by both the Panel and the Appellate Body. However, in

relation to the nature of the W/120 the Appellate Body overruled the Panel’s description of the document as “context” for
interpreting the schedules and concluded instead that the W/120 constitute preparatory work. Appellate Body Report, US–
Gambling, para 305. See also para. 178.
20Appellate Body Report, US–Gambling, para. 182.
21One useful working definition (though, as is also the case with most other definitions in this field, not universally applied)

of services connected with, but separate from, goods provision per se is that of FAO (2018): “Services connected with goods

have as their objective the transformation or handling of tangible physical goods. (…) Service providers may work on goods

owned by the customer and for which the ownership of the physical good does not change as a result of the service

activity.”
22The services sectoral classification list MTN/GNS/W/120. The list is available at the WTO (2018a).
23The ISIC Rev. 4 is the latest version of this classification list and can be found at United Nations (2018).
24New Zealand have recently changed their chartering regulations.
25The EU also pays for access in its fisheries agreement with Greenland.
26For example, DS285: US–Gambling, DS62, 67, 68: EC–Computer Equipment.
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